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Introduction

Introduction to
Communities for Child Wellbeing:
Tools for child focussed programming
Purpose of this series of documents
The purpose of this series of documents is to present a Participatory Learning and Action (PLA) process that
will enable World Vision staff to produce child focussed, LEAP compliant Assessment and Design documents
and will support communities identify development activities that they can undertake with partners such as
World Vision that will measurably improve child wellbeing in their community.
This PLA process is made up of a series of Tools that are lead by facilitators over a series of three Visits to the
community that encourage community empowerment and the full and meaningful participation of children.

Format of this PLA process
This PLA process is conducted over three separate Visits made by the facilitators to the Community. The
Visits are sequential and each has a different purpose.
Visit 1: Relationship building with village leaders, secondary data collection, sample selection
Visit 2: Community Introductions and Mapping Exercise
Visit 3: Village Action Planning

Purpose of this document: Facilitator Training Materials Lesson Plans
To provide Lesson Plans for the person conducting training of World Vision’s Area Development Programme
(ADP) staff who will be facilitating the PLA process.

Target group for this document
Trainers: Trainers will usually be Word Vision Laos Design, Monitoring and Evaluation (DME) staff
Participants: World Vision Staff and Government Counterparts who will facilitate the PLA process in the
communities

How to use this document: Facilitator Training Materials Lesson Plans
This document is part of the following set of documents:
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Introduction

This document is to be used in conjunction with the Visit 3 Facilitator Training Materials, PowerPoint Slides, the
Visit 3 Tool and Process Guidelines and the Visit 3 Reporting Template. This document is for Visit 3 only. Visits 1
and 2 have their own Facilitator Training Materials
This document uses a standard lesson plan format and assumes knowledge of the following basic training
techniques:
• Use of a standard lesson plan
• Facilitation skills
• LIVELY LECTURES – delivering lecture information in a lively and succinct way
• Use of PowerPoint slides
• ELICIT – encouraging participants to give you the specified text by asking questions, encouraging them,
not by telling them the answer
These Lesson Plans include classroom based activities, field practice and review sessions. All modules are as
practical as possible.

When and where to use this document: Facilitator Training Materials
Lesson Plans
This training should be conducted in full, immediately before the PLA facilitators begin field work. All
facilitators, including government counterparts and translators must attend the training

Suggested Timetable
Day 1: Training

Module Numbers

Topics

8:00

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5

Introduction

3.6, 3.7, 3.8

Tools

3.9, 3.10

Tools

3.11

Tools

3.12, 3.13, 3.14

Tools

3.15, 3.16

Preparation for Field Work

Break

10:00
10:15

Lunch

12:00
1:00

Break

3:00
3:15

Finish

4:30

Day 2: Training
8:00
Break

10:00
10:15

Lunch

12:00
1:00 onwards

Travel

Day 3: Field Practice
Practice Field work
Day 4: Field Practice
Practice Field work
Day 5: Review
3.17

Review of Field Work

Day 6 +: Fieldwork
Complete Field Work
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Module 3.1

Module 3.1: Opening and introduction of participants and presenting
the training programme
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
• Feel more comfortable in the group
•	Know who the other participants are
•	Explain time, scope and aim of the training programme

Materials:

Slides 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, copy of timetable, copy of Training Resource 4.1.1 – one for each
team

Time:

30 minutes

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Show Slides 1 and 2. Most participants should know each other well by now, but if there is anyone
new to the group, ask them to introduce themselves to everyone else
As with the previous two Visits, the participants will play a game in which they practice
communicating in non traditional ways. This game is the third of the series and focuses on explaining
things with verbal language when there are differences in vocabulary and language between different
people
LIVELY LECTURE: In Visit 1 Training we played What is it? Where we had to guess development
concepts from things our team mates drew. In Visit 2 Training we played “What is it?” In which we
had to guess development concepts from things our team mates acted out. In Visit 3 Training we
will play “What is it?” again, but this time we have to guess development concepts from a verbal
description
Show Slide 3 (Title only)
LIVELY LECTURE: You will remember from last time that we talked about the fact that during
our time in training and working with the communities we will come across situations in which
communication is difficult. People will speak different languages, have different levels of literacy
and different levels of education. To help us deal with this, we are going to play a series of games
called “What is it?” There are 3 different versions of this game. The first version we have to guess
development concepts from things our team mates draw. In version 2 we have to guess development
concepts from things our team mates act out. In version 3 we have to guess development concepts
from a verbal description. During this training we will play version 3
LIVELY LECTURE:
Here are the instructions (Show Slide 3):
• Choose one or two participants to be the Judges. These people will never play.
•	Split into your teams. You will keep these teams for the whole training. At the end of the
training, one team will be the winner.
•	One person will be the Describer. The rest of the team will be Guessers. These positions
will rotate every time the game is played.
• The Describer is given a word (all Describers have the same word). He/she must not show
or say this word.
• The Describer must try to explain what this word is WITHOUT using the word itself. If the
Describer accidently says the word, the team is disqualified.
• The Guessers must try to guess what the word is by calling out their guesses
• The first team to guess correctly wins and gets a point
• The Judge decides which group got the correct answer first
• The Judge writes the point on the scoreboard
• The team with the most points at the end of the training wins
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Module 3.1

6.
7.

Play the game two or three times. Use the cards in Training Resource 4.1.1
When you have finished, ask the participants the following questions (Show Slide 4) “How is this
game relevant to your experience with the community? What can we learn from playing this game?”
ELICIT: Sometimes when we are working in the community, there are language or understanding
differences which mean that we have to explain difficult concepts that people may not have words
for. This game helps raise our awareness of this and practice ways of dealing with it

8.
9.
10.

Repeat this game after lunch and breaks or whenever participants need to wake up. Keep a score
tally and declare a winning team at the end of the training
Show slide 5, point 1. Read the point aloud.

Show Slide 5, point 2. Give training timetable, explain it and take questions about it.
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Training Resource 3.1.1

Training Resource 3.1.1: “What is it? – Verbal” Cards.

vaccination

partners
nutrition

child
wellbeing

agriculture

malaria
clean water
supply

leader

cooperation

electricity
Traditional
Birth
Attendant

school

sustainability

bamboo
ante-natal
care

training

Make one copy for every group. Cut the cards out and present one to each Describer. Every Describer
should be describing the SAME word each time that the game is played.
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Module 3.2

Module 3.2: Setting group norms
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Agree on group norms

Materials:

Slide 5, A0 chart with suggested norms already written on it (see Training Resource
3.2.1), marker

Time:

10 mins

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.

Show Slide 5, point 3
Explain that to work together effectively there need to be some group rules and that this activity
will help establish some
Ask group to suggest some rules and write them on flipchart. If group can’t think of any, show
the suggested rules. Facilitate discussion on whether they are appropriate or not. Add, delete
and amend rules
Explain that these rules will remain on the wall and will be referred to throughout the training.
Put rules on the wall

Trainer Notes: The group must have ownership over the norms or they will not work. It is important that
the trainer also follow these rules or they will not be taken seriously by the group.
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Training Resource 3.2.1

Training Resource 3.2.1: List of suggested rules and norms
Note: these are just suggestions. Amend them as you see fit and include suggestions from the group.

•	Everyone be present in meeting area 5 minutes before starting time
•	Anyone who is late must walk like a chicken
•	Raise hand when you wish to speak so others also have the chance to
speak
• Listen to others when they are speaking
• Turn off mobile phones
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Module 3.3

Module 3.3: Participants experiences and expectations
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
• Recognise their own and other’s experience and expectations

Materials:

Slide 5, A0 paper for summarising expectations, coloured cards and markers for
participants

Time:

20 mins

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Show Slide 5, point 4
LIVELY LECTURE: Most people in the room will have had experience facilitating activities in villages.
Some will have experience facilitating groups of children. Learning from our own and other people’s
experiences is an important part of adult learning and this activity allows us to recognise the
experiences the group has had so that the training can build on them
Split participants into groups of 2 – 5. Ask them to tell each other about when they have been
involved in facilitating an activity with children, or with adults in a village. Tell groups they have 5
minutes. Give them a warning at 4 minutes that they have 1 minute left
Ask the groups to share some of their experiences with the whole group. Give the groups 5 minutes
LIVELY LECTURE: Based on the shared experiences, what are the important things to learn?
In other words, what do you want to learn or think you will learn from this training course?
Hand out two colour cards to each participant and ask them to write the two most important
points (one on each card). Give participants 5 minutes
Have participants stick their priorities on the board. Group similar cards together. Discuss the
expectations with the group while doing this
Explain that these are the expectations of the group. Point out which ones will be met by the course
and which ones won’t. Discuss ways of including relevant things that are not planned
Leave expectations on the wall for the duration of the course. Refer to them during the course
where necessary

Trainer Notes: Take note of these expectations and adjust the training programme if necessary
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Module 3.4

Module 3.4: Review of Visit 2: River of Life
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Describe the lessons and challenges of the PLA Visit 2

Materials:

Slide 5, A0 paper, coloured cards and markers, paints, modelling clay etc for
participants

Time:

1 hr

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LIVELY LECTURE: You have recently finished conducting Visit 2 of the PLA. As Visit 3 will be based
on the things you did during that Visit, it is useful to remember what the triumphs, lessons and
challenges were. To do this we are going to draw a River of Life or in this case we will call it a River
of Visit 2
ASK PARTICIPANTS: Who has done a ‘River of Life’ before? Ask someone to describe how to do it
if they have done one before. If not, describe it as follows drawing a demonstration as you go.
Show Slide 6.
LIVELY LECTURE (Draw these things as a demonstration as you talk): Imagine that the work you
did for Visit 2 was a journey down a river. Maybe in the beginning the river was narrow and rocky
because you were not sure what to do, then as you practiced you became more confident and the
river became wider and smoother. Maybe you saw some flowers growing beside the river when you
worked well as a team to solve a problem and maybe later on a crocodile sprung up when it started
to rain and you were delayed one day because the road was too wet to drive to the village
Break participants into their field teams
LIVELY LECTURE: Now try and remember what your team experience was and draw it as a river.
Use lots of colours and pictures. Use modelling clay if you want to. Remember the good things and
the challenges. Don’t forget to mention the lessons that you learned
Give participants 15 minutes. Give them a warning at 10 minutes and when they have 1 minute left
ASK PARTICIPANTS to present their Rivers. Ask different groups to comment. If they have
suggestions of how to solve problems or comments about achievements encourage them
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Module 3.5

Module 3.5: Facilitation practice report card
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
• Use the Facilitation Practice Report Card to assess people practicing facilitation
whilst learning how to conduct the PLA tools

Materials:

Slide 7, Training Resource 3.5.1 Facilitation practice report card

Time:

10 min

Steps

1.
2.
3.

Show Slide 7
LIVELY LECTURE: The next thing we are going to do is learn how to use the PLA tools. When we
practice doing them, we will also practice facilitating. Every time we practice a tool, two people will
pretend to be facilitators and the other people in the group will pretend to be community members.
The people who are pretending to be community members will give the practicing facilitators
feedback on their skills by filling in a Facilitation Practice Report Card
Give participants a copy of Training Resource 3.5.1 Facilitation practice report card
LIVELY LECTURE: Remember from our work on Facilitation, there are important characteristics of
a facilitator. (Point to poster on wall from that module). The criteria we are going to use are:
•	Ask questions and listen actively
•	Moderate the group discussion
• Contribute technical knowledge
• Convey empathy
•	General constructive comments
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Training Resource 3.5.1

Training Resource 3.5.1 Facilitation practice report card
Make one copy for each participant for each tool that will be done during the training

Facilitation Practice Report Card
Name of Tool:
Name of facilitator:

Please give a score out of 10 for the following criteria:

Ask questions and listen actively
Moderate the group discussion
Contribute technical knowledge
Convey empathy
Please give some general constructive comments:

Facilitation Practice Report Card
Name of Tool:
Name of facilitator:

Please give a score out of 10 for the following criteria:

Ask questions and listen actively
Moderate the group discussion
Contribute technical knowledge
Convey empathy
Please give some general constructive comments:
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Module 3.6

Module 3.6: Visit 3 Overview and What is a Village Action Plan?
Objective:

Materials:
Time:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Understand the purpose of Visit 3
•	Have an overview of what will happen during Visit 3
•	Understand what a Village Action Plan is and why it is important
Slide 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, copy of PLA Visit 3 Guidelines and Reporting Template for
every participant
30 min

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Show Slide 8
LIVELY LECTURE: Now we are going to learn how to use the PLA tools for Visit 3. These are the
things we are actually going to do with the communities
LIVELY LECTURE: As you will remember from last time that you have a copy of the Field Guidelines.
These Guidelines follow on from the Visit 2 Guidelines They are a set of instructions. You don’t need
to memorise anything. Take these Guidelines to the village with you and follow them step by step.
It is extremely important that you do this to make sure that you don’t forget anything
Direct participants to the first page of the guidelines that has the Visit 3 Purpose and the time table
on it. Physically check that everyone is on the right page by asking them to show you
Ask someone to read out the purpose of Visit 3
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What does this mean? Have them repeat back to you in their own words to
ensure they understand the purpose
LIVELY LECTURE: Who has done a Village Action Plan before? If there is someone who has done
one before, ask them to explain what one is
Show heading of Slide 9 only. Ask someone to read this aloud
ELICIT: It is a goal focussed plan that is developed by the community that helps identify and organise
development activities. Show rest of Slide 9
Show heading of Slide 10. Ask someone to read the question aloud
ELICIT: Goal, Objectives, Activities. Show the rest of Slide 10. Explain that we will look in more
detail later about what these things actually are
Show Slide 11
LIVELY LECTURE: This is what a completed Village Action Plan looks like. At the end of Visit 3,
this is what we will produce with the community. During this training we will learn how to do this
step by step
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to turn to the Timetable for Visit 3 in the Guidelines. Ask someone to read it
out and explain that this is the order of tools to be done during Visit 3
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Module 3.7

Module 3.7: Visit 3 Tool 15 – Summary Workshop of the Last 2 Visits
Objective:

Materials:
Time:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Understand the purpose of Tool 15
• Conduct Tool 15
•	Report Tool 15
Slides 12, 13, 14, copy of Guidelines for each participant, all completed PLA tools from
the village that the teams will go to first
1 hr

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Show Slide 12
LIVELY LECTURE: Before we go out to the community, we need to do some preparation for this
Visit. As mentioned in the Purpose of this Visit, the participants will be putting together Village
Action Plans based on the tools they have completed in previous Visits. To make sure that people
can properly draw on this information, it must be presented in a format that they recognise and
can understand
Instruct participants to open their guidelines to Tool 15 – Summary Workshop of the Last 2
Visits (they should already be on this page from the previous module). Physically check that
everyone is on the right page by asking them to show you
Ask someone to read the Purpose for Tool 15
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What does this mean? Have them repeat back to you in their own words
to ensure they understand the purpose
Show Slide 13 (heading only)
ASK PARTICIPANTS: How do we do this tool? Wait until someone realises that there is a
heading that says How do we do it? When they do, encourage them to read the list aloud
LIVELY LECTURE: Using these guidelines is simple. You just need to read down the list and follow
the instructions one by one. Every tool has an example of what the finished tool should look
like, or of someone conducting the tool. Take these Guidelines to the village with you and follow
them step by step. It is extremely important that you do this to make sure that you don’t forget
anything
LIVELY LECTURE: To practice this tool, we are going to prepare the materials for the first village
you will visit
Separate participants into groups depending on which group they will work in the field. ie people
who will work with men’s groups, people who will work with women’s groups, people who will
work with boy’s groups, people who will work with girl’s groups, people who will work with
teenager’s groups
Have each group follow the instructions in the Guidelines to prepare the materials
Walk around each of the groups and give them help if they need it
Show rest of Slide 13
Show Slide 14
LIVELY LECTURE: This tool is preparation so there is no reporting required
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Module 3.8

Module 3.8: Visit 3 Tool 16 – Message 2: Contribution of the
Community and Sponsorship
Objective:

Materials:
Time:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Understand the purpose of Tool 16
• Conduct Tool 16
•	Report Tool 16
Slides 15, 16, 17, 18, Cards for Message 2, Report Cards for every participant, copy of
Guidelines and Reporting Template for each participant
30 min

Steps

1.

Show Slide 15
LIVELY LECTURE: Now we are going to learn how to do the PLA tools that we will be using in
the villages. For this you will need your copies of the Field Guidelines and Reporting Template.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to show their copies of the documents to you (they should already have
these in place from the previous module)

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Instruct participants to open their guidelines to Tool 16 – Message 2. Physically check that
everyone is on the right page by asking them to show you
Ask someone to read the Purpose for Tool 16
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What does this mean? Have them repeat back to you in their own words
to ensure they understand the purpose
Show Slide 16. Read questions on slide and ELICIT responses:
• Who should be in the Sample?
ELICIT: The people who were selected as part of Tool 6 Visit 1 Sample Selection
• Why is it important that these people attend?
ELICIT: Because this gives us a representative sample that makes sure children and
(as much as possible) vulnerable people are represented. It also means there is consistency
in participants which is important because the tools build on each other
• What would happen if the Sample kept changing?
ELICIT: Can’t control whether a sample is representative or not. Miss out on the benefits
of relationship building. Miss out on the benefits of the tools building on each other
Show Slide 17. Ask someone to read through the text in the table
ASK PARTICIPANTS: How do we do this tool? Wait until someone realises that there is a
heading that says ‘How do we do it?’ When they do, encourage them to read the list aloud
LIVELY LECTURE: Using these guidelines is simple. You just need to read down the list and follow
the instructions one by one. Every tool has an example of what the finished tool should look
like, or of someone conducting the tool. Take these Guidelines to the village with you and follow
them step by step. It is extremely important that you do this to make sure that you don’t forget
anything
LIVELY LECTURE: We conduct this tool in the same way that we conducted Tool 1 and Tool 9,
but the content is different. This tool requires a set of cards (show cards). For your information,
you will see a table on the next page that summarises these cards and what is written on them
Separate participants into groups depending on which group they will work in the field. ie people
who will work with men’s groups, people who will work with women’s groups, people who
will work with boy’s groups, people who will work with girl’s groups and people who will work
with teenager’s groups. Assign one person in each group to be the facilitator and the other
participants pretend to be community members (do it as a role play). Instruct the facilitator to
practice the tool, using the instructions in the guidelines – don’t forget to have them check the
Sample.”
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Module 3.8

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

Walk around each of the groups and give them help if they need it
At the end of the practice, hand out Report Cards to all participants so they can give their
feedback to the facilitator. Give groups time to give feedback to the facilitator
Show Slide 18
ASK PARTICIPANTS to show you their copies of the Reporting Template
ASK PARTICIPANTS to go to the page for Tool 16. Physically check that everyone is on the right
page by asking them to show you
LIVELY LECTURE: Recording the results of each tool is extremely important so that the
information can be used by the community and WV to plan activities in the future, to write the
assessment and design documents and for accountability and transparency purposes. Reporting
should be done either at the end of each tool or the end of each visit. Don’t fill in the reporting
template as you go as you need to concentrate on what is happening in the tool. You also need
the big picture in order to fill in the tool properly and that doesn’t come until the tool is finished.
Take notes whilst the tool is being conducted, if necessary. Don’t forget to take a photo of the
completed too. In the case of this tool, there may not be anything written to take a photo of
Ask all participants to record the results of this activity in their reporting template.
Give participants 10-15 minutes
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Module 3.9

Module 3.9: Visit 3 Tool 17 – Creating a Goal for Child Wellbeing for
the Village Action Plan (Drawings Happy/Unhappy Child, Child Life
Timeline)
Objective:

Materials:
Time:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Understand the purpose of Tool 17
• Conduct Tool 17
•	Report Tool 17
Slides 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, Report Cards for every
participant, copy of Guidelines and Reporting Template for each participant,
pre‑prepared Village Action Plan template as prepared in Tool 16
1 hr

Steps

1.

Show Slide 19.
LIVELY LECTURE: All the Tools in this Visit add up to create Village Action Plans for each group
and eventually a Village Action Plan for the whole village. Therefore to do this Tool you need the
pre-prepared Village Action Plan Template. This Tool will allow you to fill in the Goal section of
this template
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to show you that they have this template ready
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to point to the place on the template where the GOAL will go

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Instruct participants to open their Guidelines to Tool 17. Physically check that everyone is on the
right page by asking them to show you
Ask someone to read the Purpose for Tool 17.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What does this mean? Have them repeat back to you in their own words
to ensure they understand the purpose
Show Slide 20
LIVELY LECTURE: We do this tool differently for Children and Adults. Firstly we practice doing
it with Children
ASK PARTICIPANTS: How do we do this tool with Children? Wait until someone realises that
there is a heading that says How do we do it? When they do, encourage them to read the list
aloud
Show Slide 21. The following are real life examples. Show Slides 22 - 27 including the video.
Explain each one
Show Slide 28
ASK PARTICIPANTS: How do we do this tool with Adults? Wait until someone realises that
there is a heading that says ‘How do we do it?’ When they do, encourage them to read the
list aloud
Show slide 29-31 including the video. Explain each example
LIVELY LECTURE: Using these guidelines is simple. You just need to read down the list and follow
the instructions one by one. Every tool has an example of what the finished tool should look
like, or of someone conducting the tool. Take these Guidelines to the village with you and follow
them step by step. It is extremely important that you do this to make sure that you don’t forget
anything
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Module 3.9

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

Separate participants into groups depending on which group they will work with in the field. ie
people who will work with men’s groups, people who will work with women’s groups, people
who will work with boy’s groups, people who will work with girl’s groups and people who will
work with teenager’s groups. Assign one person in each group to be the facilitator and the other
participants pretend to be community members (do it as a role play). Instruct the facilitator to
practice the tool, using the instructions in the guidelines – don’t forget to have them check the
Sample.
People working with adults must follow the adults instructions in the Guidelines. People working
with Children must follow the Children’s instructions in the Guidelines
Practice doing this activity as though participants are people from the village that you will go to
first. Participants should be partially familiar with this village already because they have visited
before and have copies of all the tools that were completed there. Encourage participants to use
their imaginations when they don’t know what the true situation is
Walk around each of the groups and give them help if they need it
At the end of the practice, hand out Report Cards to all participants so they can give their
feedback to the facilitator. Give groups time to give feedback to the facilitator
Show Slide 32
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to show you their copies of the Reporting Template
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to go to the page for Tool 17. Physically check that everyone is on the right
page by asking them to show you
LIVELY LECTURE: Recording the results of each tool is extremely important so that the
information can be used by the community and us to plan activities in the future, to write the
assessment and design documents and for accountability and transparency purposes. Reporting
should be done either at the end of each tool or the end of each visit. Don’t fill in the reporting
template as you go as you need to concentrate on what is happening in the tool. You also need
the big picture in order to fill in the tool properly, and that doesn’t come until the tool is finished.
Take notes whilst the tool is being conducted, if necessary. Don’t forget to take a photo of the
completed too. In the case of this tool, there may not be anything written to take a photo of
Ask all participants to record the results of this activity in their reporting template.
Give participants 10-15 minutes
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Module 3.10

Module 3.10: What is the difference between an objective and
an activity?
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Explain the difference between an Objective and an Activity

Materials:

Slides 33-42, Training Resource 3.10.1, Training Resource 3.10.2, Training Resource
3.10.3, Training Resource 3.10.4, Training Resource 3.10.5

Time:

1 hr

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Show Slide 33.
LIVELY LECTURE: A key feature of a successful Village Action Plan is good Objectives and
Activities. There is often confusion, however about the difference between the two. The next
few tools work to develop these, but first we will make sure that we understand the differences
Show Slide 34 – only show heading.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: Why are Development Objectives important
ELICIT: • They make people think about why they do development activities and makes them
meaningful and relevant
• They are needed for measuring impact
• They are the basis of the Village Action Plan
Show the rest of Slide 34
Show Slide 35.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What is the difference between objectives and activities? Give each group a
copy of Training Resource 3.10.1. Show Slide 36. Explain that this is one of 3 cards you can use in
the village to explain the difference between Objectives and Activities.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: Point to the Objective in this picture. Point to the Activities.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What is the difference between these pictures?
ELICIT: • Objective is something that is achieved
• Activities are something that we do to achieve an Objective
Show Slide 37. Give participants Training Resource 3. 10.2. Explain that this is one of 3 cards you
can use in the village to explain the difference between Objectives and Activities.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: Point to the Objective in this picture. Point to the Activities.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What is the difference between these pictures?
ELICIT: • Objective is something that is achieved
• Activities are something that we do to achieve an objective
Show Slide 38. Give participants Training Resource 3. 10.3. Explain that this is one of 3 cards you
can use in the village to explain the difference between Objectives and Activities.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: Point to the Objective in this picture. Point to the Activities.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What is the difference between these pictures?
ELICIT: • Objective is something that is achieved
• Activities are something that we do to achieve an objective
Show Slide 39. Read aloud
Give participants copy of Training Resource 3.10.4. Show Slide 40.
LIVELY LECTURE: Now you have a chance to practice defining the difference between Objectives
and Activities. In your groups complete this table. Give participants 15 minutes. Walk around and
give assistance where necessary. After 15 minutes ask groups to report their answers and discuss
them as a group
Show Slide 41. Explain that these are suggested answers and that the answers that the
participants came up with are also correct
Show Slide 42. Ask someone to read the tips from this slide
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Training Resource 3.10.1

Training Resource 3.10.1
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Training Resource 3.10.2

Training Resource 3.10.2
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Training Resource 3.10.3

Training Resource 3.10.3
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Training Resource 3.10.4

Training Resource 3.10.4
Make one copy for each participant. Participants to fill in the gaps.

Development Objective

Activity/Solution

Improve the quality of education for all
village children

Introduce new fruit crop; conduct market
research; start village fund; provide
manufacturing training to women

Reduce the infant mortality rate
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Training Resource 3.10.5

Training Resource 3.10.5
Suggested solutions for the information of the Trainer. One copy to each participant if you wish, but not
necessary because already on presentation slide.

Development Objective

Activity/Solution

Improve the quality of education for all
village children

Upgrade school buildingm, buy textbooks,
establish school lunch programme, run
campaign to encourage families to send all
children to school

Increase family incomes

Introduce new fruit crop, conduct market
research; start village fund, provide
manufacturing training to women

Reduce the infant mortality rate

Train another Traditional Birth Attendant,
improve village heath centre building,
provide nutrition training to new mothers
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Module 3.11: Visit 3 Tool 18 – Create Village Action Plan
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Understand the purpose of Tool 18
• Conduct Tool 18 and produce a completed Village Action Plan
•	Report Tool 18
Slides 43-68, Report Cards for every participant, copy of Guidelines and Reporting
Template for each participant, Village Action Plan Templates and results as used in
Tool 17

Materials:
Time:

2 hrs

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Show Slide 43.
LIVELY LECTURE: As with Tool 17, this tool helps build the Village Action Plans so you will
need the Village Action Plan template that you used in that tool. We have already identified the
GOAL. Now we need to identify the OBJECTIVES, ACTIVITIES, BARRIERS, RESOURCES and
RESPONSIBILITIES. Show the Village Action Plan Template and point to the places where these
things will go.
Instruct participants to open their guidelines to Tool 18. Physically check that everyone is on the
right page by asking them to show you
Ask someone to read the Purpose for Tool 18.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What does this mean? Have them repeat back to you in their own words
to ensure they understand the purpose
LIVELY LECTURE: Using these guidelines is simple. You just need to read down the list and follow
the instructions one by one. Every tool has an example of what the finished tool should look
like, or of someone conducting the tool. Take these Guidelines to the village with you and follow
them step by step. It is extremely important that you do this to make sure that you don’t forget
anything
Show Slide 44 – only show heading, don’t show the answers.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What are some of the important facilitation skills required to facilitate
this tool?
ELICIT:

6.

•
•
•
•
•

Ability to clearly explain difficult concepts
Ability to guide answers into appropriate format without taking over
Encouraging everyone to draw
Encouraging everyone to contribute to the conversation;
Asking lots of questions to prompt people’s drawing (but not telling them
what to draw)
• Asking lots of WHY questions to find out the bigger picture
• Taking very good notes so that recording is easier
Show Slide 45.
LIVELY LECTURE: We do this tool differently with children and with adults.
Ask someone to read through the text in the table.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: How do we do this tool with Adults? Wait until someone realises that
there is a heading that says How do we do it? When they do, encourage them to read the list
aloud. Read the instructions for the Adult’s group first. Show Slides 46 - 59 and read through to
explain how to do it with the Adult’s groups

7.

Show Slides 60-67 and read through to explain how to do it with the children’s groups.
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8.

Separate participants into groups depending on which group they will work in in the field. ie
people who will work with men’s groups, people who will work with women’s groups, people
who will work with boy’s groups, people who will work with girl’s groups and people who will
work with teenager’s groups. Assign one person in each group to be the facilitator and the other
participants pretend to be community members (do it as a role play). Instruct the facilitator to
practice the tool, using the instructions in the guidelines

9.

Use the tools from the first village that they will go to as an example for this practice. Make
sure that the participants pretend to be the people in the group they will work with. This is
particularly important for the people who will be working with boys and girls

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

Walk around each of the groups and give them help if they need it
At the end of the practice, hand out Report Cards to all participants so they can give their
feedback to the facilitator. Give groups time to give feedback to the facilitator
Show Slide 68
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to show you their copies of the Reporting Template
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to go to the page for Tool 18. Physically check that everyone is on the right
page by asking them to show you
LIVELY LECTURE: Recording the results of each tool is extremely important so that the
information can be used by the community and us to plan activities in the future, to write the
assessment and design documents and for accountability and transparency purposes. Reporting
should be done either at the end of each tool or the end of each visit. Don’t fill in the reporting
template as you go as you need to concentrate on what is happening in the tool. You also
need the ‘big picture’ in order to fill in the tool properly, and that doesn’t come until the tool
is finished. Take notes whilst the tool is being conducted, if necessary. Don’t forget to take a
photo of the completed tool. In the case of this tool, there may not be anything written to take a
photo of
Ask all participants to record the results of this activity in their reporting template.
Give participants 30 minutes.
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Module 3.12: Visit 3 Tool 19 – Feedback and Consolidation of Village
Action Plans
Objective:

Materials:
Time:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Understand the purpose of Tool 19
• Conduct Tool 19
•	Report Tool 19
Slides 69-74, Report Cards for every participant, copy of Guidelines and Reporting
Template for each participant
30 min

Steps

1.

Show Slide 69.

2.
3.

Instruct participants to open their guidelines to Tool 19. Physically check that everyone is on the
right page by asking them to show you

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

LIVELY LECTURE: For this tool, all the groups come together to share their results and to
combine them into a single Village Action Plan. It is important to also keep a record of the
individual Village Action Plans, particularly those of the boys’ and girls’ for future reference.
This tool is an important opportunity for the different groups to share their ideas and to become
aware of how each is thinking

Ask someone to read the Purpose for Tool 19
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What does this mean? and have them repeat back to you in their own
words to ensure they understand the purpose
Show Slide 70. Ask someone to read through the text in the table
ASK PARTICIPANTS: How do we do this tool? Wait until someone realises that there is a
heading that says How do we do it? When they do, encourage them to read the list aloud.
Show Slide 71
LIVELY LECTURE: Using these guidelines is simple. You just need to read down the list and follow
the instructions one by one. Every tool has an example of what the finished tool should look
like, or of someone conducting the tool. Take these Guidelines to the village with you and follow
them step by step. It is extremely important that you do this to make sure that you don’t forget
anything
Show Slide 72 and explain it
Show Slide 73 and explain it
To do this tool, the whole group should work together, pretending they are representing the
groups they have been working in. Choose 2 people to be the facilitators and 2 people to be
village leaders. Do this as a role play. Instruct the facilitators to practice the tool, using the
instructions in the guidelines
Observe the group only assisting if necessary
At the end of the practice, hand out Report Cards to all participants so they can give their
feedback to the facilitator. Give participants time to give feedback
Show Slide 74.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to show you their copies of the Reporting Template
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to go to the page for Tool 19. As each group to fill in the reporting
template for practice. Physically check that everyone is on the right page by asking them to show
you. Read through the Reporting Template together
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Module 3.13: Visit 3 Tool 20: Presentation of Village Action Plan to
all Interested People
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Understand the purpose of Tool 20
• Conduct Tool 20
•	Report Tool 20

Materials:

Slides 75-77, copy of Guidelines and Reporting Template for each participant

Time:

30 min

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Show Slide 75. Instruct participants to open their guidelines to Tool 20. Physically check that
everyone is on the right page by asking them to show you
Ask someone to read the Purpose for Tool 20
ASK PARTICIPANTS: What does this mean? Have them repeat back to you in their own words
to ensure they understand the purpose
ASK PARTICIPANTS: How do we do this tool? Wait until someone realises that there is a
heading that says ‘How do we do it?’ When they do, encourage them to read the list aloud
Show Slide 76
LIVELY LECTURE: Using these guidelines is simple. You just need to read down the list and follow
the instructions one by one. Every tool has an example of what the finished tool should look
like, or of someone conducting the tool. Take these Guidelines to the village with you and follow
them step by step. It is extremely important that you do this to make sure that you don’t forget
anything
To do this tool, the whole group should work together, pretending they are representing the
groups they have been working in. Choose 2 people to be the facilitators and 2 people to be
village leaders. Do this as a role play. Instruct the facilitators to practice the tool, using the
instructions in the guidelines. Explain that this is easier to practice in a real life situation
Observe the group only assisting if necessary
At the end of the practice, hand out ‘Report Cards’ to all participants so they can give their
feedback to the facilitator. Give participants time to give feedback
Show Slide 77.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to show you their copies of the Reporting Template
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to go to the page for Tool 20. Physically check that everyone is on the right
page by asking them to show you
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Module 3.14: Visit 3 Tool 21: Visit 3 Completion Checklist
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Understand the purpose of Tool 21
• Conduct Tool 21
•	Report Tool 21

Materials:

Slides 78-80, copy of Guidelines and Reporting Template for each participant

Time:

20 min

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Show Slide 78. Instruct participants to open their guidelines to Tool 21 – Visit 3 Completion
Checklist. Physically check that everyone is on the right page by asking them to show you.
Ask someone to read the Purpose for Tool 21

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

To do this tool, separate the groups into ADPs. Do this as a role play. Instruct the facilitators to
practice the tool, using the instructions in the guidelines

ASK PARTICIPANTS: What does this mean? Have them repeat back to you in other words to
ensure they understand the purpose
ASK PARTICIPANTS: How do we do this tool? Wait until someone realises that there is a
heading that says How do we do it? When they do, encourage them to read the list aloud
Show Slide 79. Ask someone to read it
LIVELY LECTURE: Using these guidelines is simple. You just need to read down the list and follow
the instructions one by one. Every tool has an example of what the finished tool should look
like, or of someone conducting the tool. Remember that you should take these guidelines to the
village and follow them step by step to make sure the tool is done correctly

Observe the group only assisting if necessary
At the end of the practice, hand out Report Cards to all participants so they can give their
feedback to the facilitator. Give participants time to give feedback
Show Slide 80.
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to show you their copies of the Reporting Template
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to go to the page for Tool 21. Physically check that everyone is on the right
page by asking them to show you
Explain that this tool is part of reporting and should be included in the final report
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Module 3.15: Planning for Fieldwork
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
• Be ready to undertake fieldwork

Materials:

Slide 81

Time:

1 hr

Steps

1.

2.

Show Slide 81.
LIVELY LECTURE: This week we will go out to the communities to continue the PLA. This final
session will give you time to plan this. You should already have processed all financial approvals
and received all the appropriate government approvals for the visit. This time now will be used
for working out the following:
• What resources do you need?(eg paper, food etc)
• What do you need to do to get it?
• Who will facilitate each activity?
• Whose job is it to organise these things?
Give participants time to plan and organise their visit. In particular make sure they are very clear
about who will be facilitating which tool so that they have time to think about what they need to
do and what help they may need.
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Module 3.16: Daily feedback
Objective:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
•	Explain what daily feedback is and why it is useful
• Provide feedback

Materials:

Slide 82, Training Resource 3.16.1: Daily Feedback Form for each participant

Time:

15 minutes

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.

Show Slide 82.
LIVELY LECTURE: Learning should be about sharing experiences, and the trainer is also learning
during the training experience. Giving feedback allows the trainer to learn about the programme
that is being taught and to adjust the programme where necessary to meet the needs of the
trainees
Hand out a feedback form to each participant. Tell them not to write their name on the top.
Ask them to fill in all the multiple choice questions and to please make written comments if they
can. Go through the form in detail if necessary
Collect the questionnaires and analyse them after the participants have left
Inform the participants of a summary of feedback at the start of the next session. Ask for
clarification or suggestions if necessary
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Training Resource 3.16.1

Training Resource 3.16.1: Daily Feedback Form
Make one copy for every participant for every day of training

Feedback Form
Day of Training:
Please circle the statement that is most true for you in regards to today’s training:
1

Relevance to
my work

2

3

4

5

Not Relevant

Partially
Relevant

Somewhat
Relevant

Relevant

Very Relevant

Not interesting

Partially
interesting

Somewhat
interesting

Interesting

Very
interesting

Clarity of Delivery

Very unclear

Unclear

Somewhat
unclear

Clear

Very clear

Understandability

Not
understandable

Difficult to
understand

Somewhat
difficult to
understand

Understandable

Very
Understandable

Personal Interest

What did you like about today’s
training?

What didn’t you like about today’s
training?

What suggestions do you have to
make the training better?

Other Comments
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Module 3.17: Review of Field Work
Objective:

Materials:
Time:

By the end of this session the participants will be able to:
• Reflect on their field experience
•	Answer each other’s technical questions
•	Have received feedback on their reporting
Completed tools and completed reporting templates from field work, coloured cards,
pens, A0 paper
3hrs

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LIVELY LECTURE: This morning’s session is dedicated to reflecting on what happened when
you tried to work with the community, what went well, what didn’t go well and answering your
questions
Put participants into their field teams. Ask them to list 2 things that went well and 2 things that
didn’t go well
Give participants 10 minutes to make their list. When they are finished. Asked each group to
report their list to the group
Give every participants 2-3 pieces of coloured card. Ask individual participants to write down any
questions they had about how to conduct the tools. Collect these cards when participants have
finished and try to answer the questions
Put participants into pairs. Ask them to share their completed reporting template with
each other
ASK PARTICIPANTS: to comment on each other’s reporting template. Walk around the room
and read the reporting templates and give comments on how to improve them. Answer questions
as you go

Trainers Note: This Module is to be done after you have completed your field practice. If you want to, you
can also do a River of Life as per Module 2.1
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Annex 1:
Visit 3 Training Completion
Certificate

				

Date: _____________________

				 Trainer: _____________________

has attended the training for World Vision Laos’
Communities for Child Wellbeing:
Tools for Child Focussed Programme Design
[Participatory Learning and Action (PLA)]
for Visit 3 of the Assessment and Design Process

_________________________________________

This is to certify that

